
Bath Space Fittings that Rank High on Style and Health 

With the evolution of technology, there befell a curse. A curse of harmful diseases, born out of 

environmental pollution.  

Till today, the main cause of this pollution is zinc and lead and what is more shocking is the origin of it. 

Our household. It was discovered that apart from lead based paints, the bathroom fittings proved to be 

the major source.   

We all love to import the best and latest designer fittings for our bath space. Yet, we rarely keep in mind 

the safety factor of them. The need of the hour calls for a change in our focus from just style and design 

to the quality of materials used.  

Read on to know more about the most reputed brands worldwide that offer products ranking  high on 

quality while retaining a spectacular look. 

Faucets -  

One of the most primal and functional thing of any bath space is the faucet. Apart from determining the 

thematic aspect of your bathroom, faucets play a very important role in affecting your health. Consider 

this, you purchase faucets that look completely stunning but starts malfunctioning and thereby starts 

providing noxious water after few years. A complete wastage of your resources. 

Rather, opt for the products from brands that value your health. And one such iconic brand is Fima. With 

a global approach to technology and a relentless pursuit for quality, Fima has discovered the perfect 

balance between design and caliber. What distinguishes these fittings is that they undergo a rigorous 

quality control at every stage of production. The result of this dedication is that each product meets the 

highest international standard. Beginning from raw materials to casting, turning, polishing and surface 

treatments are monitored by expert personnel. Thus, each product is rendered zinc and lead free. 

When it comes to designs, you are guaranteed to feel spoilt for choice. Their exhaustive range is 

destined to meet perfectly every desires and requirements with a value towards class. 

   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Showers and Shower Accessories -  

Since bathroom is that space which takes care of your body and soul, showers are typically the most 

favored areas of your house. Hence, when it comes to purchasing the showers and its accessories, the 

question of quality should be the most pertinent factor. Bad quality products might force you to live for 

a long time with a bathroom that’s unhealthy and unsuitable. 

Apart from Fima providing the best quality lead and zinc free fittings, one amongst the other top notch 

brands that maintain similar quality control is IB Rubinetterie.  

Catering to the need for high quality and standard products in several countries across five continents, 

the soul of IB Rubinetterie lay in accepting anything but the best quality raw materials. Each one of its 

products is built from materials that are zinc and lead free as reflected in their belief “we think of you”. 



Select from an exclusive range of shower heads that apart from being lead and zinc free provides 

chromo therapy. Or opt for shower columns that are safe to your health and come with the state of art 

features controlled via a waterproof remote. Such products can undoubtedly be called as the most 

stunning revolution that has ever happened in a bath space. And there is more! 

The valves that control the shower features. They are just the perfect accessories to complete a “made-

to-measure” multifunctional shower with zero space or flow problems. Worry not, these look stunning 

in any bathroom and are purely made from materials that are lead and zinc free. With a versatile 

installation, these valves offer endless personalization possibilities. The best aesthetic solution one can 

ever wish for! 

Your bath space must attain harmony with your innermost self. Hence, compromising on the quality can 

cost you dearly. Give your bathroom the best quality and witness the comfort it returns.  

If you are ready to explore the true ethos of a luxurious life then pay a visit to AAREN Intpro Bangalore 

and gift your life a refined makeover with these exclusive products from the world’s most reputed 

brands. 

 

http://aarenintpro.com/

